SOFTBALL

OUTFIELD FENCE - ARC OF EQUAL DISTANCE - ALL FIELDS

RECOMMENDED OUTFIELD FENCE DISTANCES:
- Female or male fast pitch: 185-230'
- Female slow pitch: 250-275'
- Male slow pitch: 275-300'

DIAGRAM 1
- 60-FOOT SHINNED INFIELD
- 91'-11" (S.P.) - 65" BASES WITH 11"
- 16" DIA. (F.P.)
- Ball
- On Deck Circle
  - SAFE LOCATION
  - To the side and away from home plate 30' if space allows

DIAGRAM 2
- 91'-11" - 65"
- Pitching distance (measured from the front edge of pitcher's plate to apex of home plate)
- Female 95' (11" Ball)

DIAGRAM 3
- 91'-11" - 65"
- Pitching distance (measured from the front edge of pitcher's plate to apex of home plate)
- Female 95' (11" Ball)